DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

JUNE 2013

Dear Droners, here's the 4th update for this year, JUNE 2013 !
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: )
www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash13-06.pdf

Good times for hallucinogenic drone-muzak, and there's also a big amount of new VINYL-releases in the update!
As usual some personal RECOMMENDATIONS & MAILORDER HIGHLIGHTS: two of our favourite artists are back in this update with TWO new releases: DANIEL MENCHE on two great new LP

releases (based on Gamelan and wolf-sounds(!), BRUME with two CDs (new and long lost older material).....two collector's items on the beloved EQUATION RECORDS (lim. LPs by IRR.APP(ext.)
and PEPE WISMEER)........ ANTIBOTHIS Vol. 4 is finally out with another highly interesting issue (book magazine & CD!)...... FUNERARY CALL surprise with extreme otherworldy doom chamber
music............ THEOLOGIAN (ex NAVICON TORTURE TECHN.) excites with overwhelming (both emotionally & physically) wall of sound drones....K11 aka PIETRO RIPARBELLI has worked out a
real drone opera with various contributors (called "Chtonian Music"), and released a CD with wonderful field recordings from a monastery ("Three Days of Silence").... VERTONENs LP transforms
extreme body conditions into sounds.......ALL six legendary LPs by IGOR WAKHEVITCH (1970-1979) have been re-issued (milestones of extreme & surrealistic music) on vinyl..... MANINKARI are
back with a stunning dreamscape film-soundtrack on LP .... KSHATRIYs third album is a great trip into dark cosmic & inner-mind spaces.... a lovely Japanese double CD compilation named
VERNACULAR connects international ambient & drone artists...... SIMON WHETHAMS impressive re-workings of sounds from a water pump-station (CD on Auf Abwegen)...INFANT CYCLE
released a great full length album on Zhelezobeton with his quasi-rhythmic trances....
+ the main / maybe better known names & HIGHLIGHTS: new albums by CINDTALK, MAIN, TOSHIYA TSUNODA, PAN AMERICAN, WILLIAM BASINSKI, NURSE WITH WOUND / G.
BOWERS, KEVIN DRUMM, C. PALESTINE (with Z'EV), FRANCISCO LOPEZ (with A. JACOBS), GIANLUCA BECUZZI, ALIO DIE, BRUME, ELIANE RADIGUE (first publication of studio piece from
1972!), RAPOON, the final part of the ANTHOLOY OF NOISE & MUSIC series (3 x CD set!), a nwe LUSTMORD album coming soon, some re-listings, etc. etc.
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BEST DRONES !! BaraKa[H]
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-

TITLE

1

AF URSIN - Murrille

FORMAT LABEL & CAT- YEAR?
NR
-

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

MORE INFO WWW

2012

re-issue of first LP from 2002, feat. one additional track not on the
original LP

€16,00

www.robotrecords.com

€15,00

www.projekt.com

CD

Robot Records RR41

2

ALIO DIE - Deconsecrated and
Pure

CD

Projekt Records
PROJEKT 270

2012

ALIO DIE further continues his "medieval ambient" direction, using
beautiful vocal pieces by the Venetian 16th Century Renaissance
composer CLAUDIO MERULO as source material => completely
ethereal & suspended sacral music, full of solacing harmonies...

3

ALIO DIE & ANTONIO TESTA Reverie

CD

Hic Sunt Leones
HSL065

2012

after 10 years break a new collaboration between ANTONIO TESTA &
ALIO DIE - this is 'healing ambience" at its best, uplifting & suspended
drone clouds..

€14,50

www.aliodie.com

2012

the first collab of ALIO DIE with Finnish soundscaper LINGUA FUNGI,
who works with handmade instruments & objects of organic nature, like
'otter skull ocarinas' and 'snail shells'; beautiful harmonic cither and sitar
drones merge with subtle field recordings and object sounds for a "full
ethereal / overtone drone" experience... caressing & mesmerizing

€14,50

www.aliodie.com

4

ALIO DIE & LINGUA FUNGI Otter Songs

CD

Hic Sunt Leones
HSL066

1

5

6

7

8

9

AMACHER, MARYANNE - Sound
Characters 2 (making Sonic
Spaces)

ANTIBOTHIS - Occultural
Anthology, Vol. 4

ART ZOYD - Musique pour
l'Odyssee

ART ZOYD - Musique pour
l'Odyssee

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 75
(04.2013)

CD

Tzadik TZ8055

BOOK & CD Thisco

LP

CD

mag

Sub Rosa SRV364

Sub Rosa SR364

Bad Alchemy

2008

great installation sounds based on recordings made at a cave under the
Sun Pyramid of the mythic city TEOTIHUACAN ('playing' the cave-stones
& the floors, etc.) - first premiered in the Esplanade of the 'Palacio de
Bellas Artes' in Mexico City in 2006 => a very well conceptualized sound
installation focused on the number FOUR (four tracks, four areas of the
park, four chambers of the cave), combining geometric & archaeologic
phenomena

€16,50

www.tzadik.com

2013

fourth issue in this highly interested book/CD-series for outsider / radical
politic / esoteric culture & music; 142 pages book & CD-compilation,
articles by FRANCISCO LOPEZ (!), ROBIN RIMBAUD, CRIMETHINC,
Z'EV, JOE COLEMAN, and many more 'unknown' writers.. .; artists on
the CD: CINDYTALK, IF, BWANA + PAS, MURCOF,
MACHINEFABRIEK, MICHEL BANABILA + PHILIPPE PETIT, etc..
EXTRA LOW PRICE, HIGHLY RECOMMENDED !!

€13,00

www.antibothis.com

2013

re-issue of their 2nd album from 1979, now with additional bandmembers reaching an eve more dynamic sound - suspenseful
compositions with beautiful dark & subtle parts, very cinematic and
always on the edge to break out.. lim. 250 white vinyl (total re-edition 500
copies)

€15,00

www.subrosa.net

2013

re-issue of their 2nd album from 1979, now with additional bandmembers reaching an eve more dynamic sound - suspenseful
compositions with beautiful dark & subtle parts, very cinematic and
always on the edge to break out.. - the CD version has diverse bonus
tracks not on the vinyl version !

€14,00

www.subrosa.net

2012

reviews & articles: ALBATRE, CASSIBER, ELLIOT SHARP,
HINTERZIMMER, EYVIND KANG, RUNE GRAMMOFON, BASKARU,
CRONICA, DRONE RECORDS, EMPREINTES DIGITALES,
MONOTYPE, TOTSTELLEN, CHMAFU NOCORDS, IDEOLOGIC
ORGAN, FIREWORK EDITION, SUB ROSA , and much more from
experimental, drone, post-industrial, impro & advanced jazz-scene..
Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !!

€3,50

€18,00

http://blog.southern.com/latitudes/

www.mmlxii.com

www.badalchemy.de

BAKER, AIDAN & PLURALS 10
Glass Crocodile Medicine

LP

Latitudes GMT 0:32 V

2013

two side-long tracks recorded "live in the studio" with AIDAN BAKERs
tour-mates PLURALS in 10/2011 for the now famous Latitudes series,
very droney, experimental, soundscaping, very different superb tracks...
comes on blue vinyl with diecut cover, numbered ed. 500 copies

11 BASINSKI, WILLIAM - Nocturnes

CD

2062 / 2062.1201

2013

two long tracks: "Nocturnes" (41+ min.), prepared piano & tapes rec.
1979/1980 (!), and a newer one "The Trail of Tears" (28+ min, 2009),
which has been used for a ROBERT WILSON opera

€14,00

12 BASS COMMUNION - I (untitled)

CD

Hidden Art hi-art 9

2001

hard to find first B.S. CD, comes with 5 full-colour cards, BACK IN
STOCK LAST COPIES!

€15,00

do-CD

Tonefloat tf127

2013

re-issue of early BC album from 1999, plus the rare CDR "III" (2001) ; [reprint of the Beta-lactam release which is now deleted]

€18,00

www.tonefloat.com

do-CD

Silentes Minimal
Editions SME1256

2012

collection of very experiMENTAL material rec. 2006-2011 and mostly
taken from now deleted releases, feat. many guest-musicians like NIGEL
AYERS (NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS), FABIO ORSI, PIETRO
RIPARBELLI (K11), etc.. very suggestive & dense compositions with an

€13,00

www.silentes.net

13 BASS COMMUNION - II/III
BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - Trax to
14
Trax

2

amazing variety (lots of vocal material), pointing to unconscious realms &
inner worlds...

BECUZZI, GIANLUCA (In)Visible Fields

2011

collection of live, theatre and installation-works of a highly experimental /
abstract nature; really challenging stuff combining elements from various
styles / sound-sources / conceptual ideas, often monumental droney &
bizarre... - very nice overview about the 'non-compositorical' side from
GIANLUCA BECUZZI

€13,00

www.silentes.net

€12,00

www.silentes.net

do-CD

Silentes Minimal
Editions SME1145

BECUZZI, GIANLUCA & LUIGI
16
TURRA - In Winter

CD

Silentes Minimal
Editions SME1257

2012

collaboration between the two rising Italian ambient/experimental artists
=> creating sparsely instrumented ambience (field recordings, piano,
acoustic guitar), super melancholic, lonely & silent, expressing a deep
winter atmosphere in an impressive way...

BLACKSHAW, JAMES &
17 LUBOMYR MELNYK - The
Watchers

CD

Important Records
IMPREC375

2013

first collaboration between JAMES BLACKSHAW (12-string guitar) and
LUBOMYR MELNYK (grand piano), resulting in incredible floating &
mellow improvisations with lots of atmosphere... heavy duty digipack

€13,00

www.importantrecords.com

LP

Important Records
IMPREC375

2013

first collaboration between JAMES BLACKSHAW (12-string guitar) and
LUBOMYR MELNYK (grand piano), resulting in incredible floating &
mellow improvisations with lots of atmosphere... black vinyl version lim.
500 copies

€20,00

www.importantrecords.com

2013

this release collects the legendary pic-10" for Ant-Zen from 1996, a very
unknown 7" EP called "Charlemagne" from 1997 (Membrum Debile
Prop.), and as a bonus the recent "Seven Trumpets" album (MC only,
deleted, 2012); lim. 444 copies, oversized art cover! A great chance to
re-discover some deleted BRUME-works!

€12,00

www.nefryt.serpent.pl

2013

dedicated to DAVID LYNCHs cult-movie "Eraserhead", excellent new
soundscapes between dark ambient industrial & musique concrete ! We
managed to get some very few copies of the CD with bonus 7" (lim. 100)
- normally only available directly from the label in Ukraine !!

€20,00

www.quasipop.org

2013

solo debut-album by this founding member of SCORN & NAPALM
DEATH, who goes into a totally different direction as before, creating 60's
influenced electronic drones with elements of electro-acoustic
experimentation, using field recordings as only sound source...
somewhere between early RADIGUE, PARMEGIANI or XENAKIS and
the more computerized musique concrete drones of today's CINDYTALK
or ROBERT HAMPSON maybe..

€18,50

www.typerecords.com

2012

film collage by HANS G. HELMS from 1972, first shown at the
Donaueschingen Music Festival, feat. many other artist from the New
York scene at that time, as DAVID TUDOR, MERCE CUNNINGHAM,
PHILIP CORNER, YOKO ONO & JOHN LENNON.. very nice
documentary, 73 min.

€24,00

www.wergo.de

SHHHH009

2013

debut album by this German newcomer, warm electronica / minimal
ambience made from 'old, sampled, pitched, modulated and destroyed
records', field recordings, synthloops, small instruments... comparable to
EZEKIEL HONIG or L'USINE ICL, lim. 100 with bonus MC (C-30) !

€16,00

www.shhhh.eu

Editions Mego
eMEGO 167

2013

six new tracks recorded in London & Japan, feat. one remix for
MIMETIC; digital metallic noise is set against mellow synth-drones,

€16,50

www.editionsmego.com

15

BLACKSHAW, JAMES &
18 LUBOMYR MELNYK - The
Watchers

19 BRUME - Anastomose

20 BRUME - In Heaven (special ed.)

21

22

BULLEN, NICHOLAS Component Fixations

CAGE, JOHN - Birdcage /
73'20.958" for a Composer

CD

CD + 7"

LP

DVD

CASS. - Loops & Farewell
23
Sketches

LP + MC

CINDYTALK - A Life is
Everywhere

LP

24

Nefryt N 023

Quasi Pop QPOP
CD062

Type Records
TYPE115

Wergo MC 0806 5

3

storms of fizzling analogue clouds & white noise winds combined with
subtle drone expanses...'a schizophrenic creation, the quieter, often
acoustic moments buffering against repeated onslaughts of brutal
technological noise' [Dusted Mag]; lim. vinyl version

25

CINDYTALK - A Life is
Everywhere

CD

Editions Mego
eMEGO 167

2013

six new tracks recorded in London & Japan, feat. one remix for
MIMETIC; digital metallic noise is set against mellow synth-drones,
storms of fizzling analogue clouds & white noise winds combined with
subtle drone expanses... 'a schizophrenic creation, the quieter, often
acoustic moments buffering against repeated onslaughts of brutal
technological noise' [Dusted Mag]

26

CUSACK, PETER - Where is the
green Parrot?

CD

ReR Megacorp RER
PC1

1999

first CUSACK album for ReR, merging incredible bird-recordings
(woodlark, pheasant, weird sea-birds, nightjar, pets, etc..) with guitar,
bouzouki and other field recordings, for a bizarre & beautiful experience..

€14,00

www.rermegacorp.com

27

DAUBY, YANNICK - Wa Jiè
Méng Xun

LP

Ini.Itu # 1301

2013

field recordings from amphibians made in Taiwan 2004-2012 are
combined with modular synth-sounds for an amazing soundscape....lim.
250 copies, great artwork again in this nice series from Belgium

€13,50

www.iniitu.net

Multi National Disaster
Records MNDR 2020

2006

rare release by the Japanese noise-project who established a quite
unique style of overwhelming pounding & piercing assaults; 4-tracks, 46+
minutes, lim. 75 in thick handmade leather-bag, hand-numbered & with
inlay & extra outer paper-cover; LAST COPIES BACK IN STOCK!!

€15,00

www.mndr.de

Bocian Records BCKD 2

2013

endlessly undulating overtone-drones based on accordeon field
recordings from 1996, hazy & foggy, more distorted on the B-side..
minimal forms for micro-detail listening; lim. 350 copies, clear vinyl

€16,00

www.bocianrecords.com

2012

discovery from the U.S. doing ritualistic black ambience of the finest kind,
using many instrumental sound sources (violins, drums, vocals, bone
flute, doomy guitars), creating a fathomless daemonic horror
atmosphere.. => filed under "Funeral Chamber Music", breathtaking stuff
!

€12,00

www.Crucialblast.net

2012

only once in a blue moon new material of this Swiss project appears =>
on this rare MC (C-15) we are delighted through the noise of 'a bunch of
Sarcophagidea flies surrounding a sheeps head' - which must have been
processed afterwards, as it sound somehow monstrous & unbelievable
surreal!!

€6,50

www.bannedproduction.com

2013

NEW recordings, 'destroyed music' legend HATERS collabs with new
French project; repetitive & loopy hypno noise & a feedbacking ultra low
fi drone-noise journey, flickering & pulsating...lim. 100 copies, comes with
mini-poster, C-60

€7,00

http://impulsystetoskopu.pl

2012

JIM HAYNES mysterious "elemental drones" on Kamchatka are derived
from recordings of rocks, hills & plains in combination with a live
soundtrack to a film by PAUL CLIPSON; lim. /numb.150 copies,
oversized cardboard / art cover , 'printed utilizing archival pigment ink on
strathmore paper'; on the new label from RICHARD GARET, New York

€13,00

www.contoureditions.com

2012

DAN BURKE is like a sounding chameleon and goes to new directions
with every release - on this rare MC only release (C-30) he's going wild &
at times very rhythmic on Side A, whereas Side B is mainly very calm,
psychedelic & harmonic... unique & non-stylish stuff..

€7,00

DISSECTING TABLE 28
Zettaizetsumei
29 DRUMM, KEVIN - Kitchen

30

FUNERARY CALL - Fragments
from the Aethyr

31 G*PARK - Corpse

HATERS / LA CYANESCENCE 32
Untitled

33 HAYNES, JIM - Kamchatka

ILLUSION OF SAFETY 34
Children of the Fear of Truth

CD-R

LP

CD

Crucial Blast CBR100

MC

Banned Production
BP198

MC

Impulsy Stetoskopu
033

CD-R

MC

Contour Editions
ce.cd_0003

Banned Production
BP202

4

€14,00

www.editionsmego.com

www.bannedproduction.com

35

INFANT CYCLE - Drop-Out
Center

IRR.APP.(EXT.) - The other Side
36
is Blank

37 JENSSEN, GEIR - Stromboli

JUNZO, SUZUKI - Awake in the
38
Wuthering Heights

39

KIRKEGAARD, JACOB Conversion

40 KSHATRIY - From Heart to Heart

41

KSHATRIY - Transforming
Galaxy

LIECHTI, PETER - Signers
42
Koffer

43

LIECHTI, PETER - The Sound of
Insects - Record of a Mummy

44

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO /
AERNOUDT JACOBS - Lith

CD

LP + 7"

12"

CD-R

LP

CD

CD

2012

the 20th anniversary release (!) by the Canadian 'true underground'
project & Drone Rec. artist (DR-95), who established a very own style
over the years => carefully constructed drone-mantras often build around
circling loops or repetitive elements (vinyl grooves, etc.) with lots of
details & microsounds that make every of the 9 tracks a different
experience... maybe his most worked out album so far! Lim. 300, highly
recommended !

€12,00

http://zhb.radionoise.ru

Equation Records
E=mc30

2013

collector's item! New recordings by the "US-American NURSE WITH
WOUND", lim. 100 numbered copies, silk-screen sleeve, comes with
diverse full-colour 10" prints; please note the LP & 7" are ONE-SIDED
indeed! SOLD OUT at the label immediately, act fast if interested !!

€36,00

www.chronoglide.com/equation.html

Touch TONE 48

2013

pure field recordings (made July 2012) of the "Lighthouse of the
Mediterranean", the Stromboli vulcano in Sicilia => quite unbelievable
somehow organic sounds, threatening thunder & frizzling archaic noises;
a surprising work by the BIOSPHERE mastermind

€13,50

www.touchmusic.org.uk

2012

newcomer from Japan with minimal ambient & dronescapes, based on
guitar-picking & feedbacks, creating sublime, at times more noisy &
radical overtunes... recorded live in UK & Japan 2011 & 2012; 41+ min.,
lim. 100, to discover

€10,00

www.licht-ung.de

2013

re-interpretation of KIRKEGAARDs sound art pieces "Labyrinthitis" and
"Church" through classical instruments (clarinet, trombone, violin, viola,
cello & percussion) performed by the Danish ensemble SCENATET =>
mesmerizing contemplation drones built by sustained tones with an eerie
touch, very sensitive and almost amorph...

€15,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

2013

mystic infinity-ambience, transcendental cosmic drones, ultra-spacey &
deep => developed & very refined own style, for us the best album by the
Russian project so far, somewhere between YEN POX, INADE and
OÖPHOI; lim. 500

€12,50

http://zhb.radionoise.ru/eng/releases.html#mv

2012

second full length album by this Russian deep ambience project,
dedicated to the end of Kali-Yuga; using electronics, instrumental
sources & field recordings from elemental nature-sounds (thunder,
waves, etc..) creating hallucinogenic effects... filed under: breathing &
whispering organic ambience & psychedelic drone emanations; excellent
cosmic contemplation drones...

€12,50

http://zhb.radionoise.ru/eng/releases.html#mv

€22,00

www.absolutmedien.de

Zhelezobeton ZHBXXXIV

Licht-ung / Spaltung
spalt03

Touch TONE 47

Muzyka Voln MV-VII

Muzyka Voln MV-V

DVD

Liechti Filmproduktion
PL754

2012

documentary from 1996 about the amazing Swiss "action" artist ROMAN
SIGNER - showing his great bizarre installations and outdoor
performances which reveal a deep philosophic approach; for us a real
cult-film! 80 minutes, subtitles in German, English, French, Spanish &
Portugese

DVD

Liechti Filmproduktion
PL8002

2009

impressive fictional documentary (based on a real occurence) about a
man who goes to the forest to starve himself to death, with soundtrack by
NORBERT MÖSLANG; got the "European Documentary Filmprice - Prix
Arte" in 2009; 88 minutes playtime

€20,00

www.absolutmedien.de

Sub Rosa SR368

2013

four collaboration pieces spread on two CDs using each others original
recordings => great microsound drone compositions full of contrasts,
dynamics, surprises... for the heart of hearing ! Lim. 500

€16,00

www.subrosa.net

do-CD

5

45

LUSTMORD - The Word as
Power

do-LP

Blackest Ever Black
BLACKESTLP004

2013

the new studio album, using mainly vocal material as sound-source; lim.
vinyl edition, gatefold cover: PLANNED RELEASE DATE: 12.07.2013 PRE ORDER NOW !!

€22,50

http://blackesteverblack.blogspot.de

46

LUSTMORD - The Word as
Power

CD

Blackest Ever Black
BLACKCD004

2013

the new studio album, using mainly vocal material as sound-source;
PLANNED RELEASE DATE: 12.07.2013 - PRE ORDER NOW !!

€13,50

http://blackesteverblack.blogspot.de

47 MACHINEFABRIEK - Forks

MC

Banned Production
BP201

2012

waving & slowed down multi-layered metallic drones, forming interesting
patterns... rare MC (C-40) by Netherlands rising ambient/drone artist!

€7,00

2013

the return of ROBERT HAMPSONs project, known for beautiful guitardronescapes, now as a collaboration with STEPHAN MATHIEU =>
working with concrete objects (of unknown source), instruments (guitar,
piano, 'ebowed phonoharp'), percussion, analog synth & Farfisa organ,
they create somnambulant experimental sound-figures, slowly moving
through imaginable spaces... really intoxicating! great comeback !

€14,00

www.editionsmego.com

2013

the return of ROBERT HAMPSONs project, known for beautiful guitardronescapes, now as a collaboration with STEPHAN MATHIEU =>
working with concrete objects (of unknown source), instruments (guitar,
piano, 'ebowed phonoharp'), percussion, analog synth & Farfisa organ,
they create somnambulant experimental sound-figures, slowly moving
through imaginable spaces... really intoxicating! great comeback

€16,50

www.editionsmego.com

2013

39min. soundtrack to a film by THOMAS PANTALACCI, the adequate
music for experimental visuals => visionary / surrealistic drones &
instrumental fragments, very dark... 'A sensory experience between
dream and reality, fantasy and eroticism, awakening and sleep'; great
release by the French duo again !

€16,00

www.three-four.net

2013

MENCHE reworking GAMELAN orchestra instruments, which means all
kinds of Gong sounds (incl. the gigantic 'Gong Ageng') are transformed
into a multi-layered, slow & subtle contemplation UR-drone, with rising
distortion & overtunes appearing..

€16,50

www.editionsmego.com

SIGE Records
SIGE019

2013

the howling of WOLVES!! DANIEL MENCHE is again focusing on one
main sound source to extract its acoustic essence & power - VILKE is
based on howling wolves-recordings, building resonating, multi-layered
choirs in connection with percussion loops, developing into wonderful
subtle & hazy drone-fields...four side-long, very different, at times
completely otherwordly movements.. . feel the wild spirits! Fantastic
drone-release, gets us goosebumps! lim. 500

€25,00

http://sigerecords.blogspot.de

Cold Spring Records
CSR180CD

2013

third & final Japanese-Swedish noise collaboration that started in 2004
=> "from total noise barrages to intelligent electronics to subtle dark
ambient pieces"; oversized digipack

€12,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

2012

55min. 'folk-cinema' collage about India: the incredible loud daily life in
Mumbay, the Southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu, the ancient city of
Madurai, focused on musical / ritualistic / religious phenomena => 'Hindu
trance ceremonies, street music, festivals, nagaswaram improvisations,
ancient temples, processions, devotions, decay, fireworks'; filmed by
ROBERT MILLIS from CLIMAX GOLDEN TWINS, comes with bonus
photo gallery, lim. 1000

€22,50

www.sublimefrequencies.com

48 MAIN - Ablation

49 MAIN - Ablation

50 MANINKARI - Phantasmes

MENCHE, DANIEL - Marriage of
51
Metals

52 MENCHE, DANIEL - Vilke

53

54

MERZBOW vs. NORDVARGR Partikel III

MILLIS, ROBERT - This World is
unreal like a Snake in a Rope

CD

LP

Editions Mego
eMEGO 160CD

Editions Mego
eMEGO 160

LP

three:four records
TFR020

LP

Editions Mego eMego
174

do-LP

CD

DVD

Sublime Frequencies
SF 073DVD

6

www.bannedproduction.com

55 MOHAMMAD - Som Sakrifis

NATURAL SNOW BUILDINGS 56
Snowbringer Cult
NURSE WITH WOUND &
57
GRAHAM BOWERS - Parade

58

ORSI, FABIO - Memory of a safe
Place / La Forest a non fa pura

PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE &
59 Z'EV - Rubhitbangklanghear
Rubhitbangklangear
PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE &
60 Z'EV - Rubhitbangklanghear
Rubhitbangklangear
PAN AMERICAN - Cloud Room,
61
Glass Room

LP

do-LP

CD

LP + mag

LP

do-CD

CD

2013

Greek chamber music trio feat. ILIOS, harmonic low end
cello/contrabass/oscillator-dronescape compositions with occasional
chants, very heavy, deep bassy & slow... we love it! Comes with the
usual silkscreen PVC sleeve

€22,50

www.pan-act.com

2013

limited vinyl re-issue of material from 2007 (released on a do-CD by
Students of Decay 2008) by the wondrous French "experimental dronefolk" duo (who also work solo as ISENGRIND and TWINSISTERMOON),
comes in gatefold-cover

€23,00

www.badabingrecords.com

2013

the 2nd NWW-collab. with GRAHAM BOWERS belongs to the weirdest
NURSE-stuff we ever experienced - using many found sounds & samples
& a drum-machine that goes wild - be prepared for a de-stabilizing
collage! One long track in 8 different parts..

€13,00

www.red-wharf.com

Silentes / 13 issue#1

2013

this new series from the Italian ambient label combines acoustic & visual
art: a lim. LP + large A4 booklet (16 pages) with b/w photographs of the
same artist; FABIO ORSI starts the series with time-suspending dense
transcension drones & beautiful forest pictures; lim. 250 copies, white
vinyl

€18,00

www.silentes.net

Sub Rosa SRV340

2013

first ever published collaboration, PALESTINE playing bells, Z'EV on
drums (both rhythmic and just sounds) => very minimal, subtle
contemplation drones, simple but great ! Lim. 250 white vinyl !

€15,00

www.subrosa.net

2013

first ever published collaboration, PALESTINE playing bells, Z'EV on
drums (both rhythmic and just sounds) => very minimal, subtle
contemplation drones, simple but great! the CD version has two extra
tracks

€16,00

www.subrosa.net

2013

stunning new album by MARK NELSON going into a broader
experimental & percussive direction without loosing the special PAN
AMERICAN-atmosphere, feat. the great STEVEN HESS (CLEARED,
LOCRIAN) and BOBBY DONE (LABRADFORD, CRISTAL)

€15,00

www.kranky.net

€27,50

www.kranky.net

PAN Records PAN 37

Ba Da Bing! BING 086

Red Wharf RW 1-01008

Sub Rosa SR340

Kranky KRANK175

PAN AMERICAN - Cloud Room,
62
Glass Room

do-LP

Kranky KRANK175LP

2013

stunning new album by MARK NELSON going into a broader
experimental & percussive direction without loosing the special PAN
AMERICAN-atmosphere, feat. the great STEVEN HESS (CLEARED,
LOCRIAN) and BOBBY DONE (LABRADFORD, CRISTAL), lim. vinyl
version

63 PBK - Warfare State / Appeal

do-MC

Impulsy Stetoskopu
028

2011

re-issue of early tape from 1988, with bonus tracks from rare releases
1989/1990; lim./numbered 100 copies, comes in box packed in
aluminium foil cover

€12,00

http://impulsystetoskopu.pl

2013

very limited new album by the French melancholists, very emotional
songwriting full of burning pathos, has been compared to COIL &
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS.... pressing of only 100 copies, comes with
bonus CDR

€20,00

www.chronoglide.com/equation.html

2013

FIRST EVER release of this work from 1972/1973, performed with the
ARP synthesizer; contains studio & live version => "PSI 847 was her
breakthrough piece - for the first time her musical conception was closely
matched in execution over 80 minutes of sustained, gentle sound."
hypnotic & trance-inducing, a must have if you are into minimal / early

€25,00

www.oral.qc.ca

PEPE WISMEER - Le Stridor de
64
l'Escargot

65 RADIGUE, ELIANE - PSI 847

Equation Records
LP + CD-R
E=mc29

do-CD

Oral Rec. ORAL 57

7

drone music !! Deluxe version with 24p. booklet, lim. 1000 copies

RAISON D'ETRE - The Stains of
66 the Embodied Sacrifice
(Expanded Edition)
RAISON D'ETRE - The Stains of
67 the Embodied Sacrifice
(Expanded Edition)
RAPOON - Seeds in the Tide
68
Vol. 1

69

RAPOON - Vernal Crossing
Revisited

70 RILEY, TERRY - In C

RIPARBELLI, PIETRO - Three
71 Days of Silence. The Mountain
of the Stigmata

72 RLW / PAAK - Klingelbeutel

73 RMEDL / K11 - Chthonian Music

SCHLOSS TEGAL - Oranur III.
74
The Third and Final Report

3 x CD

Ewers Tonkunst HHE
035CD*

do-CD

Ewers Tonkunst HHE
035CD

do-CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 0382

do-CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 0432

LP

Columbia
Masterworks MS 7178

CD

Gruenrekorder Gruen
102

LP

permaREV Platten
030

CD

Cold Spring Records
CSR176CD

CD

Cold Spring Records
CSR174CD

2013

collector's item - this special ed. contains a bonus live-disc ("live in
Moscow "), lim. 100 copies only !!

€32,00

2013

extended re-issue of this great R.D. album ("a masterpiece of dark
visionary music") from 2009 that sold out completely quickly; this new
version comes with a 60 min. bonus disc of previously unreleased
additional material (early versions, etc.); comes in 6 panel digisleeve with
2 full colour inserts

€18,00

2012

collection of the rare & beautiful Vol.1 - tracks taken from compilations,
small or limited formats: CD 1: material from 1993-1999; CD 2: re-issue
of different CDR version of "Messianicghosts"; comes in nice doubledigipack

€16,00

www.zoharum.com

2013

re-issue of RAPOONs third classic 'ethno-ambient' album from 1993, plus
a new 2013-remake (for the 20th anniversary) of the same album as
bonus => masterful rhythmic & tribalistic, with endless tabla-drummings,
chants, echoes, oriental harmonies & drones, defining the typical
hypnotic RAPOON sound... the re-make sounds more electronic and
ambient-trancy, really different...

€16,00

www.zoharum.com

2012

the first ever recording (= most original version) of this famous minimal
music piece, recorded at 30th Street Studio in New York City in 1968;
instrumentation: saxophone, oboe, bassoon, trumpet, clarinet, flute, viola,
trombone, vibraphone, and marimbaphone; 180gr vinyl, original cover
reproduction, gatefold cover

€20,00

www.columbiarecords.com

2012

processed field recordings made in the monastery of La Verna in Arezzo,
Italy, radiating a magic atmosphere of dreamlike contemplation: monks,
organ-sounds, mumbling voices, nature-sounds, all drifting from far
away... psychogeographic fog-drones of a higher beauty! the original field
recordings for the album plus diary notes are to be found on the label
website

€15,00

www.gruenrekorder.de

2012

collaboration between RLW (P16.D4) and PAAK (Peter Kastner) on the
theme "religious mania", using recordings of prayers & christian
propaganda to create bizarre collages; edition of only 154 copies, incl.
original paper from a hymn-book & other inlays

€17,50

www.peterkastner.eu

2012

re-issue of this rare & amazing release from 2010 (private CD in an
edition of only 50 copies), inspired by the ancient Etruscan area of
Cecina in Tuscany, a multi-dimensional drone opera slowly moving like a
huge monolith, fusioning post-industrial, avant-metal and audio art, feat.
ANDREA MARUTTI (AMON), BURIAL HEX, CHRISTINA KUBISCH,
FRANCISCO LOPEZ, G. BECUZZI, PHILIPPE PETIT, SETH CLUETT,
and many more... quite a masterpiece by P. RIEPARBELLI aka K11, very
versatile, very much recommend !!

€12,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

2012

re-mastered re-issue of their maybe most well known album from 1995
(LP on Artware), influenced by WILHELM REICHs theories &
experiments about the Orgon-energy, and UFO encounters... => dark
droning masses of sound that seem to come from the otherworlds, cold,

€12,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

8

bleak & threatening... incl. two bonus tracks

75 SINK - Holy Testament

76

SIYANIE - Homo
Multidimensional

77

SKY BURIAL - Transmissions
from the Void

78 SPK - Auto Da Fe

79 STELLAMARA - Star of the Sea

80

SUZUKI, AKIO & LAWRENCE
ENGLISH - Boombana Echoes

81 SVARTE GREINER - Black Tie

82

THEOLOGIAN - The Chasms of
my Heart

83 TREES - Sickness In

84

TSUNODA, TOSHIYA - O kokos
tis anixis (Grains of Spring)

2013

the psychedelic black drone / ambient metal masters from Finland; CDversion of both "Holy Testament" LPs, lim. 500

€15,00

www.svartrecords.com

Moonsun Productions
M008

2013

glittering Sun drones! ~~ spiritual 'human transformation' ambience,
deeply influenced by transpersonal psychology theories; 2nd full length
album by this Russian project (ex VETVEI), these uplifting & completely
floating ether-drones seem to be derived from effected instruments
(flutes, etc.), voices and electronics... somewhere between VOICE OF
EYE and OÖPHOI maybe; comes in fluorescent 6-panel cardboard cover

€13,00

www.moonsun.info

CD-R

Crucial Blaze 013

2011

a very free floating and multi-layered 'black nebula-ambient' journey with
"cosmic" influences by the ex FIRE IN THE HEAD, one long track; lim.
200 w. art-card set & button in DVD box

€12,00

www.Crucialblast.net

CD

Grey Area of Mute
Records SPK4CD

2000

re-release of LP from 1983; comes with 8p booklet & three bonus tracks
not on the LP version

€16,50

www.mute.com

Intuition Music CTR
8016 2

1998

debut album by the mesmerizing "Middle-Age / Balkan / Oriental EthnoPop" group around singer SONJA DRAKULICH that has often been
compared to DEAD CAN DANCE, but STELLAMARA are maybe
stronger based in original Eastern Folk traditions... last copies / special
price

€10,00

Winds Measure
Recordings wm31

2012

first collaboration by these two sound artists from Japan & Australia, site
specific forest recordings made in Australia merge with bizarre
instrument & object sounds, live Dec. 2005; hand-numbered ed. of 300, 2
color letterpress die-cut sleeve

€18,50

www.windsmeasurerecordings.net

2013

haunting instrumental soundscapes, highly atmospheric & unsettling,
carefully constructed with cello, strings & electronics... filed under:
nightshade drones; impressive new album by ERIK SKODVINs soloproject; lim. 500 with poster & download code

€16,00

www.miasmah.com

2012

the following project of NAVICON TORTURE TECHN. (NTT) shows a
real development => more structured, harmonic & matured industrialized
drone compositions with ulterior vocals; still atmospheric & monumental,
full of despaired emotions, hypnotizing pulses and harsh droning noises..
great comeback !

€12,00

www.Crucialblast.net

Crucial Blast CBR102

2012

sounds of hurt => ultra-slow, grinding doomscapes made of heavy guitarchords, drums, feedback & shrieking vocals; two long tracks of dehumanization, for fans of KHANATE, BUNKUR, HUMAN QUENA
ORCH., etc..

€12,00

www.Crucialblast.net

Edition t (e.04)

2013

bizarre transformed field recordings from the peninsula of MIURA in
Japan; lim. 300 oversized art cover

€18,00

http://toshiya-tsunoda.blogspot.de

€18,00

http://toshiya-tsunoda.blogspot.de

€20,50

www.editionsmego.com

do-CD

CD

CD

maxi-CD /
art-print

LP

CD

CD

do-CD

Svart Records
SVR170CD

Miasmah MIALP023

Crucial Blast CBR98

TSUNODA, TOSHIYA - The
85
Temple Recording

do-CD

Edition t (e.03)

2013

"One Stereophony by two Persons": recordings of the temples &
surroundings of two different persons who watch the same landscape,
the merging of inner & outer reality; comes in DVD sized box with diverse
inlays; edition of 300 copies

86 TURMAN, ROBERT - Flux

do-LP

Spectrum Spools
SP010

2012

re-mastered re-issue of ROBERT TURMANs solo debut cassette from
1981, slow & dusty minimal ambience using kalimba, piano, drum
machine & tape-loops, very repetitive & charmful, subtle sound-drops

9

form a meditative atmosphere....

87

VERTONEN - HACE/26,250'/11°
22.4'N 142° 35.5'E

88 V.A. - 80s Compilation EP

V.A. - Anthology of Noise &
89 Electronic Music Vol. 7 (final
edition) (1930-2012)

90 V.A. - In Progress II

91

V.A. - Staring into the Sun Ethopian Tribal Music

92 V.A. - VERNACULAR

WAKHEVITCH, IGOR - Docteur
93
Faust

94 WAKHEVITCH, IGOR - Hathor

WAKHEVITCH, IGOR - Les Fous
95
d'Or

LP

Misantrophic Agenda
MAR 038 / Crippled
Intellect Prod. CIP023

2013

dense droning & pulsing soundscapes by this recommended US-project,
made with Russian Polivoks synthesizer, inspired by conditions
experienced through extreme locations on earth (deepest & highest
points); 'a soundtrack for a body closing down'; lim. 125 copies only !

€19,50

7"

EE Tapes EV07

2013

NINE CIRCLES, OPERA MULTI STEEL, THE MISZ, BERNTHOLER;
rare material presenting the typical Belgian & European minimal synth /
new wave 80's sound; lim. 350

€8,50

www.eetapes.be

2013

here it is - the FINAL part in this amazing series, another 3 CDs filled with
well known and less well known music from the experimental, electronic,
musique concrete, noise & industrial, etc. worlds - feat. two Drone Rec.
artists OSSO EXOTICO(!) & ALAN COURTIS (REYNOLDS), and:
JUSTIN K. BROADRICK, HENRY COW, LUCIANO BERIO,
KLANGKRIEG, CABARET VOLTAIRE, etc. etc., lots of rare &
unpublished works; comes with 84p. booklet !

€19,50

www.subrosa.net

2013

Polish compilation with acts that performed in Gdansk at the great artcentre LAZNIA, many exclusive tracks by: RAPOON, TROUM, ANDREW
LAGOWSK, FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM, AKI ONDA, Z'EV
& HATI, ROBERT PIOTROWICZ, MATS LINDSTRÖM, etc.. special price
!!

€8,00

2012

compilation of Ethopian tribal music: OLIVIA WYATT recorded various
tribes in 2009 with their most original pieces (usually based on chants &
rhythms) often used for ceremonies, using very different self-made
instruments like lyres, bowed lute, various flutes, animal horn, rattles,
gongs, hand drums => an amazing range of different music &
approaches, lots of background info in the credits, nice gatefold-cover

€26,50

www.sublimefrequencies.com

2013

absolute lovely Japanese ambient compilation curated by YUI
ONODERA presenting various atmospheric acts from experimental to
minimal, from known to unknown, all exclusive material by 15 sound
artists: STEVE RODEN, SIMON SCOTT (SLOWDIVE), YUI ONODERA,
JANEK SCHAEFER, TROUM, DALE LLOYD, KIM CASCONE, JOHN
GRZINICH, LAWRENCE ENGLISH, etc.. long tracks & extensive 16p.
booklet

€14,00

http://whereabouts-records.com

2013

re-issue of WAKHEVITCHs 2nd LP from 1971, again a work for a ballet
performance by NORBERT SCHMUCKI - his hardest to find album, full of
intense orchestral arrangements and psychedelic / electronic elements...
maybe his most complex album !

€23,00

www.wah-wahsupersonic.com

2013

re-issue of WAKHEVITCHs 3rd full LP from 1973, subtitled LITURGIE Du
SOUFFLE POUR LA RESURRECTION DES MORTS, his most occult
work full of ritualistic & dark vocal parts, sinister & droning... original
cover replica, gatefold, incl. insert

€23,00

www.wah-wahsupersonic.com

2013

re-issue of WAKHEVITCHs 4th full length LP from 1975, the first in
collaboration with American dancer/choreograph CAROLYN CARLSON,
sounding partly more lyrical & dreamy than before with its use of lighter
electronic/synth sounds, but also still has a strong ritualistic & esoteric &
noisy side with its 'new musical' instrumental arrangements, archaic

€23,00

www.wah-wahsupersonic.com

3 x CD

Sub Rosa SR300

CD

Laznia - Centre for
Contemporary Art

do-LP

do-CD

Sublime Frequencies
SF 074

Whereabouts Records
WHACD-13

LP

Fauni Gena FAUNI
012

LP

Fauni Gena FAUNI
013

LP

Fauni Gena FAUNI
014
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www.misantrophicagenda.com

www.laznia.pl

horns, clanging bells & crazy female chants, laughter & sound poetry....

96

WAKHEVITCH, IGOR - Let's
Start

97 WAKHEVITCH, IGOR - Logos

98 WAKHEVITCH, IGOR - Nagual

99 WHETHAM, SIMON - Hydrostatic

100 WIRE - Change becomes us

101 WIRE - Change becomes us

LP

LP

LP

CD

CD

do-LP

Fauni Gena FAUNI
016

Fauni Gena FAUNI
011

Fauni Gena FAUNI
015

Auf Abwegen aatp39

Pink Flag PFCD20

Pink Flag PF20LP

2013

re-issue of WAKHEVITCHs 6th and last LP from 1979 => his most
meditative record, created for the 'Batsheva Dance Company' in Israel =>
a multi-layered synth journey with the very long title-track, going through
numerous stages of sounds & meaning, from lyrical moments to more
ambient 'cosmic' atmospheres, adding some odd vocal chants & hypnotic
loops... masterful experimental keyboard music

€23,00

www.wah-wahsupersonic.com

2013

RITUEL SONORE ! Re-issue of this dark & visionary
experimental/orchestral masterpiece, the first LP (1970) of the legendary
French Avantgarde-composer, a real thrill, a surrealistic otherworld =>
"typical French post-mai 69 orchestral avant-pop vibes" says the label;
gatefold-cover / re-production of original cover with 4p. insert

€23,00

www.wah-wahsupersonic.com

2013

'a bewitched musical journey'.. re-issue of WAKHEVITCHs 5thLP from
1977, the second collaboration with American dancer/choreograph
CAROLYN CARLSON, inspired by CARLOS CASTANEDA's writings,
more calm & relaxed as before, still stepping into otherworldly places =>
12 shorter tracks & fragments with a wide range of always varying
sounds & ideas; acoustic instruments, synths & electronics, field
recordings & found sounds...like being in a haunted fairyland...

€23,00

www.wah-wahsupersonic.com

2013

archaic & monumental sounding roaring water-dronescapes full of
strange soughs and metallic scrunchings - HYDROSTATIC is a multichannel performance using sounds from an old Pumping Station - this
the true industrial sound - massive, mysterious, ghostly... ; lim. 300,
much recommended !

€13,00

www.aufabwegen.com

2013

WIRE re-worked unfinished songs & fragments from 1979/1980 (so far
only hearable on the "DOCUMENT & EYEWITNESS" live do-LP from
1981) for a stunning result: the best WIRE album in years we think, dark
& melancholic & with a more experimental edge as before..

€13,00

www.pinkflag.com

2013

WIRE re-worked unfinished songs & fragments from 1979/1980 (so far
only hearable on the "DOCUMENT & EYEWITNESS" live do-LP from
1981) for a stunning result: the best WIRE album in years we think, dark
& melancholic & with a more experimental edge as before.. lim. vinyl
version / gatefold cover

€25,00

www.pinkflag.com

the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
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